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ABSTRACT
The registration of correlation signals with high dynamic range leads to increase of recognition’s accuracy and robustness. Digital photo sensors with common Bayer colour filter array can be used for this purpose. In case of quasimonochromatic illumination used in optical-digital correlator, it is possible to register correlation signals with high dynamic range. For signal’s registration it can be used not only colour channel, which corresponded to the wavelength of illumination, but other colour channels too.

In this work the application of the spatially varying pixels exposures technique for obtaining linear high dynamic range images of correlation signals from digital photo sensors with Bayer mosaic is presented. Bayer colour filters array is considered as an array of attenuating filters in a quasimonochromatic light. Images are reconstructed using information from all colour channels and correction coefficients that obtained at the preliminary calibration step. The registered image of the correlation signal is mapped to the linear high dynamic range image using a simple and efficient algorithm. Calibration procedure for correction coefficients obtaining is described. Quantitative estimation of optical-digital correlator’s accuracy is provided. Experimental results on obtaining images of correlation signals with linear high dynamic range are presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Many input scenes are characterised by a high dynamic range (HDR) so it is difficult to register such scenes properly for conventional solid-state photo sensors. This is especially true for CMOS image sensors, since their dark noise is typically larger than CCDs. For reference, standard CMOS sensors have a dynamic range (DR) of 40-60 dB, CCDs around 60-70 dB. Special CMOS sensors that employ continuous-time logarithmic readout and achieve DR up to 140 dB, but they suffer from the loss of contrast and an increase of noise.1–3 To overcome the problem of photo sensors’ low DR, several approaches of HDR imaging were proposed in literature. One way is to use specially designed CMOS photo sensors2, 4–6 that allow to perform computations directly on chip. As an examples of such approach, “smart sensors”7–10 can be mentioned. More simple and inexpensive way is to use software or hybrid hardware-software approaches of HDR imaging. Such approaches are Spatially Varying pixels Exposure (SVE) technique,11, 12 Adaptive Dynamic Range technique,13 and other methods of using light modulators for pixels’ exposures attenuation.14, 15 The main idea of such methods is to use spatially controllable pixels exposure to reconstruct HDR images from neighbour pixels.

In this paper we describe the application of the SVE principle for increasing accuracy of the optical-digital pattern recognition correlator with quasimonochromatic illumination. In many digital cameras, Bayer colour filters array16 is used for colour imaging. But in quasimonochromatic light such filters array may be considered as an array of attenuating filters. Hence, when main colour pixels (i.e., related to wavelength of the light source) are saturated, pixels covered by different colour filters (i.e., accessorial pixels) are generally not. Extracting data from such accessorial pixels, it is possible to correct the oversaturated pixel’s value and provide an HDR image from the single image.
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The use of software HDR imaging methods in optical-digital correlators can significantly extend correlator’s ability of registration and processing of input scenes with high dynamic range. The larger DR the correlator has, the more contrast scenes it is possible to accurately process.

A comparison of the correlation signals with and without HDR imaging is provided. Calibration procedure for correction coefficients obtaining is described. Experimental results on obtaining correlation signals with linear high dynamic range are presented.

### 2. LINEAR HIGH DYNAMIC RANGE IMAGING USING BAYER COLOUR FILTERS ARRAY

Input scenes for pattern recognition may have great DR, hence the ability to register correlations signals with HDR is required. But using conventional technical cameras, it is possible to register input scenes with relatively low dynamic range (40-70 dB). However, in some practical application of optical-digital correlators it is demanded to process high-contrast scenes. Registration of correlation signals with HDR can simplify the pattern recognition task for correlator. It is noteworthy that necessary condition for such purpose is linearity of registered image of correlation signals in HDR mode.

Since correlators use the quasimonochromatic light and if technical cameras with Bayer colour filters array are used, it is possible to apply HDR techniques such as Spatially Varying pixels Exposure (SVE) to increase correlator’s DR. The described correlator uses quasimonochromatic spatially incoherent light and photo sensor that has Bayer colour filters array. In quasimonochromatic light, colour pixels of Bayer array can be considered as an array of attenuating filters with different transmittance of light (see Fig. 1). Thus it is possible to apply SVE principle for DR increasing of described correlator.

![Figure 1. Bayer colour filters array in the quasimonochromatic light can be considered as an array of attenuating filters.](image)

On the single captured image, the brighter pixels have greater exposure and the darker ones have lower exposure. If the exposure time is long enough, some of pixels may be oversaturated, but neighbour pixels under other light filters are generally not. Taking a picture with oversaturation, we can use the attenuating properties for Bayer filters of photo sensor and, consequently, to restore oversaturated regions of image utilizing data from the neighbour pixels. Thus the registered image contains information about the correlation signal as well as the exposure value information. Such approach allows the construction of HDR image of correlation signals from oversaturated pixels.

#### 2.1 Preliminary calibration procedure

The described correlator uses He-Ne laser illumination. For such illumination and used in the correlator digital camera Canon EOS 400D with 12-bit ADC, relative transmittance of colour filter for illumination with \( \lambda = 0.63 \mu \text{m} \) were measured. Relative transmittance of red pixels was denoted as \( e_1 \); transmittance coefficient for green pixels \( e_2 \) \((e_2 < e_1)\); transmittance coefficients for blue pixels \( e_3 \) \((e_3 < e_2 < e_1)\), results are presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Main pixels</th>
<th>1st accessorial pixels</th>
<th>2nd accessorial pixels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pixel’s colour filter</td>
<td>red</td>
<td>green</td>
<td>blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative transmittance</td>
<td>( e_1 = 1.000 )</td>
<td>( e_2 = 0.114 )</td>
<td>( e_3 = 0.007 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Relative transmittance coefficients of Bayer-covered light filters of Canon EOS 400D digital camera for He-Ne laser radiation \( \lambda = 0.63 \mu \text{m} \).
Values of relative transmittance were obtained from measured response of camera to He-Ne laser’s light versus exposure value. For the evaluation of the radiometric functions for each colour channel, pictures of flat-field were taken for different exposure values. An area of $256 \times 256$ pixels in each image was selected and mean value over such area was calculated. Thus radiometric functions, which are mean signal’s values versus relative exposure values dependencies, were obtained. The radiometric functions for He-Ne laser radiation with $\lambda = 0.63\mu\text{m}$ used in this work are presented in Fig. 2.

![Figure 2. The radiometric functions of the camera for He-Ne laser’s light $\lambda = 0.63\mu\text{m}$.](image)

As seen on Fig. 2, responses to quasimonochromatic light are linear both for main pixels (corresponded to He-Ne laser’s light) and for accessorial pixels (green and blue respectively). Hence it is possible to obtain the linear HDR image from the oversaturated pixels of correlation signals. But firstly it is necessary to perform a calibration procedure for desired light source.

The calibration procedure is required for oversaturated image data reconstruction according to transmittance of colour filters for used light. To obtain data for calibration, the radiometric functions for each colour channel were used (as seen in Fig. 2).

### 2.2 Reconstruction of the linear HDR images

Taking into account linearity of camera’s photo sensor response to light, we can use a linear approximation of the radiometric functions. Using curve fitting methods, it is possible to evaluate parameters of HDR radiometric functions. Hence radiometric function for each colour channel (main and accessorial) are approximated by linear dependency:

$$S_n = a_n \cdot E + b_n,$$

where $S_n$ is the value of the registered signal, $a_n$ and $b_n$ are a slope and bias of line approximation for n-th colour channel, and $E$ is exposure value. The Trust-Region approximation method\cite{20,21} was used because of good accuracy of fitting. For our case, coefficients of line approximations are $a_1 = 83005, a_2 = 12698, a_3 = 584$ and $b_1 = -4.4, b_2 = -2.1, b_3 = -0.3$. Using approximation coefficients $a_n$ and $b_n$, it is possible to correct oversaturated value of the main pixel $S_1$ by value of neighbour pixels:

$$S_1 = a_1 \cdot \frac{S_2 - b_2}{a_2} + b_1,$$

$$S_1 = a_1 \cdot \frac{S_3 - b_3}{a_3} + b_1$$
where \( S_2 \) is the signal from the green pixel (if red pixel is oversaturated), and \( S_3 \) is the signal from the blue pixel (if red and green pixels are oversaturated).

Thus, to register the correlation signals of input scene with HDR in pattern recognition correlator, we have to prolong exposure time: main pixels will be partially oversaturated, but neighbour pixels will contain a distinguishable signal. In the next section, experimental setup for HDR correlation signals obtaining is presented.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP OF THE CORRELATOR

We have applied SVE principle for described\(^{19}\) diffraction correlator that is intended for pattern recognition in quasimonochromatic spatially incoherent light. The correlator’s hardware consists of the digital photo camera with inserted kinoform as a correlation filter. We use Canon EOS 400D consumer grade digital camera but any technical or scientific-grade camera with Bayer colour filters array is suitable. The camera is equipped with CMOS sensor with \( 3888 \times 2592 \) pixels, \( 5.7 \times 5.7 \mu \text{m}^2 \) pixel size and interchangeable lens 4.5/55.

A convolution of the input scene’s image with the kinoform point spread function (PSF) is optically provided. Such convoluted image is the correlation of the input scene’s image with the reference image. The reference image is the DOE’s PSF rotated on 180°. Correlation signals may be viewed through the viewfinder or registered by a digital photo camera’s sensor.

![Figure 3](image)

**Figure 3.** The scheme for optical correlator’s testing: 1 - He-Ne laser, 2 - microscope objective, 3 - filtering pinhole, 4 - rotating ground glass, 5 - attenuating light filters, 6 - transparent input scene, 7 - kinoform, 8 - digital photo camera, 9 - computer.

The key diagram of the experimental setup for correlator’s testing is shown in Fig. 3. Radiation of the He-Ne laser 1 is focused by the microscopic objective 2 on the filtering pinhole 3. The spatial coherency is destroyed by the rotating ground glass 4. Light passes through the attenuating light filter 5 that decreases light amplitude for part of the input scene 6. Correlator is formed by digital camera 7 with inserted kinoform 8. The camera’s lens is focused on the input scene. Before shooting, correlation signals may be viewed through the viewfinder. The computer 9 allows to remotely control the digital camera 7 as well as to process provided images of correlation signals.

The input scene as a transparency and attenuating light filters are used for better control over HDR imagery. The test scene for correlation experiments (see Fig. 4) was made from the reference image recorded in the kinoform (a “snowman”, see Fig. 5a). The scale of the scene’s image was conformed to the size of the reference image that is recorded on the kinoform. The size of each object on a scene (see Fig. 4) was 15 × 22 mm. Each object of the input scene occupies an area in each colour channel of 100 × 150 pixels on the photo sensor. The whole image’s size of the input scene registered by the camera sensor (see Fig. 4b) was 1944 × 1296 pixels in each colour channel.
The reference image of “snowman” (see Fig. 5a) for input scene (see Fig. 4) was recorded on kinoform as a reference image. The real reference image reconstructed by kinoform is presented in Fig. 5b.

Correlation signals formed by the optical correlator were registered by the photo camera’s sensor. Obtained RAW-files were processed by DCRAW converter that allows to receive linear unprocessed data from the commercial digital camera. Processed RAW images were saved as 16-bit TIFF files for further measurements and analysis. For quantitative estimation of correlation signals’ quality as well as visual comparison, the averaging over 16 frames were carried out.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To provide experimental estimation of increasing accuracy and reliability of correlation signals when HDR imaging is used, two experiments were performed. In both experiments, images taken in normal DR mode contents only red pixels, and images in HDR mode contents both red and green pixels (oversaturated red pixels values are restored using data from accessorial green pixels). Results and discussion of the experiments are presented further.

4.1 Estimation of correlation signals linearity in HDR mode

In the first experiment, we used the input scene (see Fig. 4) in which DR of input objects’ radiance was within normal DR of the digital camera (DR of one colour channel). Normal DR for used camera was estimated as 58 dB (we assume SNR=2 or greater, signals are from 4 DN up to 3300 DN). To achieve demanded DR of the input scene, bottom left object was covered by light filters.
Firstly, we have registered correlation signals in normal DR mode (only red channel without oversaturation). Because of both input objects have the same shape, DR of correlation signals is equal to DR of the input scene; hence such registration is possible. As a result, we have obtained the image with two correlation peaks (see Fig. 6a. Corresponding plots are provided in Fig. 6d and Fig. 6g).

Secondly, we have registered correlation signals in HDR mode. For such purpose, we took a picture of the input scene with 5 times longer exposure time to oversaturate red pixels and received data from green pixels. In Fig. 6b and plots in Fig. 6e and Fig. 6h are presented the correlation signals registered in red channel only. As we see, the top right correlation signal is oversaturated. To reconstruct the HDR image of correlation signals, we used data from accessorial green pixels as described in Section 2. Reconstructed HDR signals are presented Fig. 6c, and plots are shown in Fig. 6f and Fig. 6j.

Values of correlation peaks for normal DR and HDR modes in this experiment are summarized in Table 2. There are also presented the background levels for the bottom left signals when the corresponded object in the

*The image of correlation plane was non-linearly processed for dynamic range compression for illustrative purposes and publishing. All images of correlation plane below were processed from experimental data in the same way.
input scene was covered with opaque screen for noise estimation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Top right signal</th>
<th>Bottom left signal</th>
<th>Background for bottom left signal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal mode</td>
<td>2770 ± 320</td>
<td>7.4 ± 0.6</td>
<td>1.4 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDR mode</td>
<td>16300 ± 2100</td>
<td>39.3 ± 2.2</td>
<td>7.1 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Experimental data for correlation signals’ registration in normal and HDR mode

From experimental data shown in Fig. 6d,g and Fig. 6f,j it is clear that both correlation signals can be identified and recognized in normal DR mode as well as in HDR mode. As above, for our digital camera noise can be regarded as 2 DN when registration is performed within the ambit 0 to 20 DN. We assume that minimal SNR must be SNR=2 because we use consumer-grade device. Thus normal DR in such case is $2270/4 = 693 \approx 57$ dB (see Table 2).

Although normal DR mode allows registration of both correlation signals, the use of HDR mode provides more reliability registration of weak bottom left signal. As seen in Fig. 6f and Fig. 6j, both correlation signals are well identifiable. Hence for HDR mode DR is $16300/4 = 4075 \approx 72$ dB according to Table 2.

To prove linearity of HDR reconstruction, we have compared correlation signals’ ratio both for normal and HDR mode. For top right peak, enlargement of signal’s value in HDR mode is $5.9 \pm 0.7$ times; for bottom left peak enlargement in HDR mode is $5.3 \pm 0.5$ times. Thus using the HDR mode for correlation signals’ linear registration it is possible to improve accuracy of weak signals’ recognition.

4.2 Registration of correlation signals with HDR

In the second experiment we used the input scene when DR of radiance of input objects was higher than normal DR of the used digital camera. To construct the HDR input scene, bottom left object was covered by additional light filters.

First, we have registered correlation signals in normal DR mode with top right peak within ambit of normal DR (see Fig. 7a, corresponding plots are provided in Fig. 7d and Fig. 7g). Then we have registered correlation signals in HDR mode by exposure prolongation. Correlation output plane registered in red channel only is presented in Fig. 7b and plots are provided in Fig. 7e and Fig. 7h. It can be seen that the top right correlation signal is oversaturated.

Reconstructed HDR image of correlation signals are presented Fig. 7c, and plots are shown in Fig. 7f and Fig. 7j. Values of correlation peaks and background levels for the bottom left signals for normal DR and HDR modes are given in Table 3.

In this experiment, the DR of the input scene and, consequently, the correlation signals values, exceeds the normal DR (see Fig. 7a). That is why bottom left peak in normal DR mode can not be detected and identified (see Fig. 7d,g). As it mentioned above, camera noise is 2 DN when signals are within the ambit 0 to 20 DN and minimal SNR must be 2 or greater. Top right peak can be easily identified, and for normal DR mode of registered correlation signal, dynamic range was estimated as $3280/4 = 820 \approx 58$ dB.

If the image of correlation signals taken in HDR mode (see Fig. 7c), weak signal (bottom left) can be identified, as seen in Fig. 7f and Fig. 7j. That is why the value of peak is now 12.7 DN (see Table 3) and camera noise remains 2 DN. In HDR mode the DR in can be estimated as $18600/4 = 4650 \approx 73$ dB. Hence the use of HDR registration mode allowed to increase dynamic range of correlation signal’s registration on 15 dB in this experiment.
Figure 7. Experimental results for registration of correlation signals with HDR: image (a) and plots (d,g) of correlation signals taken in normal DR mode; image (b) and plots of correlation signals (e,h) taken from red pixels only in HDR mode; image (c) of correlation signals (f,j) reconstructed with accessorial green pixels in HDR mode.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Top right signal</th>
<th>Bottom left signal</th>
<th>Background for bottom left signal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal mode</td>
<td>3280 ± 270</td>
<td>2.3 ± 0.5</td>
<td>1.4 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDR mode</td>
<td>18600 ± 2300</td>
<td>12.7 ± 0.7</td>
<td>7.1 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Experimental data for registration of correlation signals with HDR

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper the application of the SVE principle for increasing accuracy and reliability of the optical-digital correlator for pattern recognition is described. Digital photo sensors with Bayer colour filter array was used for such purpose. In the quasimonochromatic light such filters array was considered as an array of attenuating filters. When main colour pixels are saturated, pixels under other colour filters are generally not. Extracting data from accessorial pixels provides the HDR image of correlation signals from the single frame.

Test experiments of correlation signal HDR registration were performed on the digital camera with Bayer colour filters array. From carried out experiments it follow that linearity of correlation signals is preserved in
HDR registration mode within the ambit of uncertainty of measures. Using HDR imaging principle such as SVE we obtained the increase DR of correlation signal’s registration by 15 dB up to 73 dB that is considerable improvement over normal DR of the correlator.
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